YOUNG
& SUCCESSFUL
Adam Levant seeks out the young successful men
across the Middle East

Name: 		

Nader Bachir

Age: 		

34

Occupation: Interior Architect
				 Industrial Designer
Education:
				

Masters in Interior Design
Masters in Sceneography

Awards:

International Property Awards 2012-2013

			
			
			
			

-

Top scoring five-star Golden Award:
Best Leisure Interior Lebanon 2012-2013
Platinum Award:
Best Leisure Interior Arabia 2012-2013

‘For the Love of Design’
Today, Nader Bashir has a wealth of design projects within his extensive portfolio and
is known for his work on emblematic projects across the globe. His aim is to provide ‘high
end’ interiors and luxury lifestyle design for both residential and public projects.

‘Perceiving spaces was quite difficult.’

Recently, Nader was among a selected
number of property professionals,
from the region, recognized for their
excellence. Attending the high profile
gala presentation dinner at the One
& Only Royal Mirage Hotel in Dubai,
Nader, who won the top scoring
five-star Golden Award from among
all Lebanese design firms, had to beat
some very strong contenders within
the highly competitive Middle Eastern
design arena for the coveted ARABIA
award.

‘I’ve always been proud to be Lebanese and to belong to this amazing
part of the world. I hope my beloved
Lebanon and the Arab world will be
proud of me as well” Nader said. ‘It is
a remarkable evening for my professional career and I am honoured that
my awards brought such exceptional
Lebanese creativity and talent into the
spotlight.’
Today, and with over 100 projects to
his name, Nader’s story is an interest-
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ing one. Despite his recent awards,
upon leaving school Nader attended
university to study pharmacy. It was
a course he found “dry” so after the
first semester he left for Rome for
a break and to decide what he really
wanted to study. After speaking to the
Dean of USEK he chose to embark
upon a foundation in art. After a successful first year he continued for a
second year before studying interior
design. ‘I struggled with it at first as I
had not studied for a major in maths.

Since graduating, Bachir has created signature venues throughout
Lebanon, the Gulf and worldwide,
for both public and private use. His
portfolio stands testament to his
highly accomplished skills and ideas
and includes venues such as Braai, Bar
National, Beiruf and Leila, to name
just a few of his public projects. His
projects also extend to private residences and, more recently, Nader has
moved into the realms of designing
industrial pieces, consisting of lamps,
tables, seating and other such items.
His inspirations for each project he
works on entail detailed research, in
order to reach the exacting standard
that both Nader and the clients who
commission his skills expect. After
all, Nader realizes that each project he
is commissioned to undertake is his
responsibility and something that will
remain in public view for time to come.
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